Pharmacological Therapy Studies for PTSD in Adults.

Criteria for considering studies

- Any randomised controlled trial (including cross-over trials) evaluating the efficacy of pharmacological interventions (as monotherapy, augmentation, and pharmacotherapy assisted psychological interventions) aimed at reducing symptoms of PTSD in adults
- At least 70% of participants required to be diagnosed with PTSD according to DSM or ICD criteria by means of a structured interview or diagnosis by a clinician
- No restrictions on the basis of comorbidity but PTSD required to be the primary diagnosis
- Eligible comparator interventions: placebo, another pharmacological agent, a psychological intervention, waitlist.
- Duration of PTSD symptoms required to be three months or more
- No restriction on the basis of severity of PTSD symptoms or the type of traumatic event.
- No minimum sample size
- Only studies published in English
- Unpublished studies eligible
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**Drug augmentation**


**Drug assisted therapy**
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